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Jamie’s handout on Video and Storytelling

Hello there

Thanks for a great couple of days in Prague – my first time to the city. I really enjoyed 
it and also enjoyed working with you all.

We covered quite a lot of different ideas, so as promised, here us my handout. I hope 
that it will put things into order.

If there is anything missing that you would have liked, just let me know.

I hope to see you again in the Czech Republic.

Jamie :)

hello@jamiekeddie.com
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Jamie’s six video principles
Here are six ways to approach video and video cameras for teaching language.

1. Audio only

Play a video so that students can hear it but not see it. Ask questions that require students to 
guess what is going on. Alternatively, get students to ask you questions. You can only answer 
‘yes’ or ‘no’.

Examples:

The sneezing baby panda: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gN_2JXgvhwI

Two men and a scratch card: http://lessonstream.org/2012/09/07/blind-luck/

2. Isolated story items

Isolate a number of people, places, objects, utterances or other key items from a story or a 
video. Give them to your students and ask them to predict what happens. For example: 

* “Answer it on loudspeaker!”
* An embarrassing phone call 
* An embarrassed teacher 
* An embarrassed student 
* April (the girl’s name)

Video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R9rymEWJX38

This is very good for comprehension. Students’ imaginations will create some sort of 
narrative in their minds. They can later compare this with the actual narrative that the video 
or story offers.
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We also saw the isolated story items idea during the session on critical thinking. Do you 
remember when you had to predict the nature of the “social experiment” from the following:

* A $50 note
* A $5 note
* An actor pretending to be a blind man
* Several members of the public
* A hidden camera
* The streets of Adelaide

Video 1 (the “social experiment”):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjufgOcZLZs

Video 2 (“social experiment” investigated):
https://www.todaytonightadelaide.com.au/stories/honesty-hoax

3. Videotelling

Don’t show a video – tell it! Use the narrative of the video as the basis of a story. ‘Tell’ the 
video to your students first and show it to them second. To demonstrate this in Prague, we 
used the story of the April Fool’s Day prank.

Mr. Barrows is a teacher who hates mobile phones in the classroom. My Barrows has a 
policy: if your mobile phone goes off in class, you have to answer it on loudspeaker so that 
everyone can hear your call.

What do you think of his policy? Good idea? Bad idea? Why?
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Mr. Barrows has a student called Taylor. She sits near the front of the class. Today she is 
expecting a call. 

Who could she be expecting a call from (students will know that it has an 
embarrassing nature)?

Her phone rings.

What does Mr Barrows say?

“Answer it on loudspeaker!”

Taylor answers the call on loudspeaker so that everyone can hear.

“Hello?”

“Hello. Taylor? I am calling from the pregnancy testing centre. I just wanted to let you know 
that the results of your test are positive.”

How would you react if this happened in class? How do you think Taylor reacts? What 
about Mr Barrows?

Mr. Barrows tries to interrupt: “Taylor, please take that call outside.”

Taylor doesn’t seem to hear him and the call continues. Things get even worse as the caller 
continues.

Can you guess how things get worse?

“We understand that you don’t know who the father is. But please don’t worry. We provide 
counselling in situations like this.”

“Thank you very much. I’ll call back later,” says Taylor as she hangs up the phone.

Mr. Barrows looks at Taylor and says, “I want to apologize. I shouldn’t have made you answer 
that call on loudspeaker. I’m very sorry.”

Taylor replies, “That’s okay. I’ve been expecting that call and I was prepared for it. I even 
know what I’m going to call the baby if it’s a girl – April.”

This is a true story. Can you guess what date it took place on?

And here is the Videotelling activity on the Exploding Watermelon:
http://lessonstream.org/2015/07/21/splat/
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4. Asking questions

In the previous activity, I suggested a number of questions that you can ask students as you 
tell them the story about the April Fool’s prank.

Questions are great by inviting students to interact. In my experience, the best questions are 
improvised – you ask them in response to things students say. In other words, they are 
spontaneous, not necessarily planned. This requires a lot of skill on the teachers part and 
can take years of practise.

Remember, good teacher talk requires three things: one voice and two ears!

We used questions with the film about Tommy Carroll, the skateboarder who is blind. Here 
are some of the questions that you could ask your students or ask them to discuss in pairs / 
groups:

Video here: https://vimeo.com/56902953

• Do you think that the music is a good choice? Why or why not? What music would 
you have chosen?

• How does the music make you feel about Tommy?
• Should we feel sorry for Tommy?
• Do you think that Tommy wants us to feel sorry for him?
• If the filmmakers had chosen different music, do you think that the film would have 

been so popular? Why or why not?
• Do you think that ‘Brave’ is a good title for the film? Why or why not? What title would 

you have chosen?
• How do you know that Tommy is brave? Isn’t he just following his passion? Is it right 

to make this assumption?
• Of course Tommy’s blindness is an important part of his story. But is it possible that 

the film focusses too much on it?
• Do you know what a stereotype is? Can you give an example?
• Do you think that this film portrays Tommy as a stereotype in any way?
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5. Use transcripts

Sometimes we assume that video should be used for activities that involve listening. No! By 
transcribing a video, we can set up activities that involve reading. Consider the following text 
for example:

A:  You can’t have three girlfriends?
B:  No
A:  Why?
B:  I could have two. It’s like – I don’t want three.
A:  Does it stress you out having that many girlfriends?
B:  Yeah. It’s like – I have to give one up.
A:  Oh no! How are you going to decide who to give up?
B:  I don’t know. It’s like – they’re all pretty. I have to give one up.
A:  Ah. It’s rough being _____________________________ isn’t it?
B:  Yes. I wish I was _____________________________. 

Ask yourself / your students:

* Who is A and who is B?
* What is their relationship and where are they? (Friends in a cafe, family members at home, 

radio host and caller guest, etc.)
* What are the missing words? They cam be individual words or they can be phrases.

Now watch the video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jxLu9BmaB34

6. Use your video camera to obtain spoken texts for the classroom

You can film yourself telling stories in the way that I demonstrated. Students can then create 
a similar video of their own. Do you remember Doris and the Raspberries?

http://lessonstream.org/2016/04/19/doris-and-the-raspberries/
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A few more things:

<< The anatomy of a viral video >>

This talk was all about the sneezing baby panda video. I am currently putting all my thoughts 
to videplo – you will find these on my YouTube channel:

Pilot:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ujkz6Jel-Vg

Part one: ‘The perfect viral video?’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzz704zeI4U

Part two: ‘YouTube enters the classroom’ (Coming soon …)

Part three: ‘Internal narratives’ (Coming soon …)

Part four: ‘The story behind the video’ (Coming soon …)

If you are interested in getting the next parts, then please subscribe at:
http://jamiekeddie.com/#subscribe
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More links:

Two little girls (reaction video):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bn6QayP1fD0

The Sneezing Baby Panda video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gN_2JXgvhwI

Sneezing baby human:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=izBJu1IWI94

Panda gets the bill:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r4tIn0UzkF0

My interview with Jenny:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQ8ulGPFaFk

My lesson on Lessonstream:
http://lessonstream.org/2010/06/27/what-happens-next-i/

<< The best pie restaurant / the sweetest waitress in the world >>

Lesson plan and video here:
http://lessonstream.org/2015/11/02/at-the-pie-shop/
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<< Frankie 1, students 0 >>

When I was at school, we used to think that it was hilarious to leave notes on 
our teachers’ desks. We would wait for the teacher to notice the piece of 
paper, pick it up, examine it, unfold it and read it. We would then wait in 
anticipation for a reaction.

The best note we ever left was this: There is a piece of cheese on the 
classroom ceiling.
Of course the reaction that we expected was for the teacher to look up at the 
ceiling and try to see the fictitious piece of cheese. At that moment, everyone 
would have to do their best not to laugh. Laughing would demonstrate that you 
were involved in the joke.

I don’t remember how many teachers we played the joke on. But I remember 
very well the day we left the note on the desk of Mrs Francis, our cool history 
teacher. The lesson was almost over and we were starting to think that Frankie 
was not going to see the note. But then she did. She hesitated for a moment 
and then, very slowly, opened it.

There was a silence. Her eyes stayed fixed on the paper. Then she stood up, 
walked over to the corner of the room and dropped the note in the bin. She 
looked at us and said, as calmly as possible, “Of course there is – I put it 
there.”

We all looked up.
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<< My new book >>

Available at http://videotelling.com/

Available at http://videotelling.com/

Also:

Me on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1rZxMH5jrrbe9-0pLGjyIQ

Me on Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/jamiekeddie/

And finally – I share the best stuff with my subscribers. Every Sunday, I sent out a lesson 
plan, a story, a teaching idea, or an article. You can sign up at:
http://jamiekeddie.com/#subscribe
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